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Communication Procedure for events of public interest

A) National reporting guidelines:
The existing national reporting guidelines have been introduced since the start of commercial
nuclear power operation. It is the legal requirement for the licensee to inform the regulatory
body on events. The system is now well-established and well-understood in the basic
structure, but it underwent several changes during the large period since the start of
commercial operation of NPP's. To introduce the INES Scale (1990) a supplement to the
guideline has been prepared for the first time. Today, a revised guideline requires from the
licensee a proposal of INES rating on all events which are reportable or have to be notified.
The latest revision of the national reporting guidlilnes (1996) contains the following
information purposes:

(1) Event Reporting for regulatory inspection

(2) Emergency Response Scale

(3)Public Information

The last revision has added two new types to the former three types of events, now there are 5
types of events. The important safety related types, starting by minor significance class B,
over middle Class A to highest level S has not changed. The last has also the function to
initiate authority emergency organisation.
The new types are:
-Notification: In terms of safety significance under Class B (only safety interest for regulatory
body) and does not require in the content a full event report.
-Events of public interest: It contains all events of safety class S and A and the Scrams of
class B, but also events which become known to the public around the NPP, independently of
their safety significance. The philosophy behind this policy is, to inform the concerned public
near the NPP also on events, which have no safety impact but from the observed signs
(smoke, steam release etc.), the impression could arise that something dangerous has
happened. With the new information policy, such concerns should be eliminated and more
openness shown.

B) Changing information policy by regulatory body
Basically, the information of the public on safety significant events is the responsability of the
licensee because the government expects from the licensee an open information policy on
safety important issues, but it is not expected to publish normal industrial events as they occur
in other industrial plants. The regulatory body has formally no duties for current information
on events to the public; therefore in the past only the annual report was published, which
contains among other subjects short summaries on events, their classification (according to
national guidelines and INES) and trend tables on events which allow for easy comparison
among plants.

The paramount information interest of the press on the hydrogen deflagration event in
the Leibstadt plant (1995) has shown the importance for current information on events even if
they are of low safety importance (e.g. INES 0). Specifically in the field of NPP, if a released
information contains some ^critical words" as explosion, helicopters etc.; associations to large
accidents are made (Tschernobyl) and the media interest becomes enormous. Since in the
Leibstadt case the first information source was outside of the nuclear community (helicopter
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agency) it was felt that a more active role on current event information of the affected nuclear
members (licensee and regulatory body) is necessary and this was agreed to the involved
parties. It was also clear that such a policy needs a much higher effort than in the past, a first
press information should be released within two hours. To assure that the required
information will be provided by the licensee, the national reporting guidelines have been
adapted.
C) Practice of current event handling by regulatory body for faster public information
In case of an event defined by the guidelines, the following process is in place:
-Notification from the plant duty engineer to HSK duty engineer by Telepage
-HSK duty engineer calls back the affected plant
-Plant duty engineer explains the event and gives his first proposal on classification according
to the national reporting guidline (time critical are the event of public interest)

-HSK duty engineer confirms the classification (in case of disagreement the time critical
version is used) and informs the HSK Staff via Telepage
-In case of events of public interest, the telepage information contains the code for alarming a
fixed group of HSK staff (core group A) to meet in the HSK emergency room. The group
consists of HSK management, public relation members, and specialists on reactor safety and
radiation protection. In the mean-time, the HSK duty engineer tries to get more information
on the event (e.g. relevant plant parameters, first proposal of INES rating, etc.) from the plant
and consults the electronical data transfer systems MADUK and ANPA in the HSK
emergency room. MADUK is the on-line dose measurement data system around the plants,
ANPA is the on-line plant parameter transfer system of the plant.
-After the HSK Core Group A is in place an waction leader" manages the ensuing process. The
following important tasks have to be done (only the first actions are mentioned):
-Assessment of the situation (classification of event) and first decision
-Forming working groups (event dependent)
-Information of related authorities by telephone:
National alarm organisation (NAZ) and department of energy (BEW) inside Switzerland.
In case of events in Beznau, Leibstadt and Paul Scherrer Institut the local authorities in
Germany (Baden Wurtenberg)

-Information with Fax (which includes the INES information):
The related authorities:NAZ,BEW, local government (Kanton), local police, etc.
In case of events in Beznau;Leibstadt and PSI: local authorities in Germany (see above)
-Information of the public:
After consultation with the plant the group prepares a press release which is send by
FAX to ca. 80 addresses.

The press release should respect the following principles: Take not over only information
from the plant, use independent information (MADUK, ANPA, etc.), release only assured
data and prevent personnel opinions, not verified data, speculations or blames. Use
explanations, pictures and comparisons to help the recipients for better understanding. The
classifications (national guidelines and INES) do not play in this type of information at the
moment a very important role because the rating is not easely verified by journalists and
public. Therefore prioritisation is given for the information to be correct and easy to
understand. It was also recognized that an interest on the causes of the events exist and also
the measures taken.

E) Problems with public information containing event classification (annual report)
The regulatory body annual report contains a short description of all classified events, an
event overview table and a chart, which allows the reader to compare very easely the plants on



their^event performance. This may be the reason why high effort is undertaken by the licensee
to get lower ratings. Although in the INES User Manual the clear statement exists, that such
comparisons are not useful, it is done by the reader more or less automatically as a
consequence of the type of presentation. To reduce the pressure, caused by such comparisons
a different presentation form would be helpful and discussions are under the way about this.

F) Discussion of the INES rating on the event: Enhanced local fuel corrosion on BWR
fuel (NPP Leibstadt, June 1997). The event was published shortly after detection in a large
press campagne.

Event: Hotcell post-irradiation examination (PIE) on 3 rods with 4-5 cycle loads reveals at the
lower spacer region high oxidation. The metal thickness of the rods, originally 630 micron
was reduced in one case to 250 micron, on other points to 380 and 400 micron. The hydrogen
content was also higher than expected. The deterioration of the cladding was limited only to
the region of the lower spacers (phenomenon known as shadow corrosion) of the high burnup
fuel elements, the regions between the spacers were normal. A later inspection (during
refuelling) revealed that no cladding failures on the affected points had occurred.
As the pant was on power (coast down) the following safety assessment was directed to
maintain rod integrity with respect to: normal operation, transient and accidents.
FEM calculations (ANSYS) were performed for transients and normal operation with the
results, that a continued operation until the following refuelling outage could be allowed if the
thermo-mechanical operation limit - TMOL is reduced (burnup dependent curve of the
maximal linear heat generation LHGRmax). The accident LOCA was considered as not
critical because of low peak cladding temperature in Leibstadt and RIA has no impact since
the power is top peaked. But for the following reloads the burnup of this fuel is limited up to
4 cycles.
INES Rating:
Basic information: The safety analysis report postulates 100 % fuel defect in case of LOCA.
For normal operation the TMOL curve has been reduced. With the reduced TMOL, the
margin to the operating limit decreased from 30% to 10%, this means that no violation at the
current situation (reactor in coast down) had occurred. But for the period before the defect was
detected the TMOL curve was not adequate.
USER Manual IH-2.8:
It was felt that this paragraph is more directed to the pressure boundary and can't be applied to
this type of failure. This is not clearly expressed in the manual. If the paragraph is applicable,
the rating is easy because the defect was not expected, therefore the event is at least INES 1.
Another approach is to consider the rod cladding as a safety function (because a failure of the
cladding can't lead to an initiator as rod defects cause an increase of radioactivity in the
reactor water and the Techn.Spec. requires at the limits a plant shut down).
After detection of the failure, the TMOL curve was reduced and no limit was violated, the
safety function is therefore within Techn.Specification. For this reason, the operator believes
that the event is a Level 0 and he is performing additional investigation to show the low risk.
This view takes not in consideration, that the TMOL was wrong until the defect was detected
and the curve had been adapted.
The recent rating of the regulatory body is Level 1 and based on the following argumentation:
Enhanced local corrosion unexpectedly high; local cladding deterioration not covered by fuel
design; the TMOL curve has to be changed after detection; the use of this fuel type is now
limited to 4 cycles residence time; the root cause of the phenomenon is not clear, due to this
event the requested power uprate was not allowed.


